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ABSTRACT. We define unramified Whittaker functions on the p-adic points of an affine Kac-Moody group,
and establish an analogue of the Casselman-Shalika formula for these functions.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Recently, convolution Hecke algebras on spaces of double cosets for p-adic loop groups have been
defined ([3, 4, 8, 11]), and explicit formulas for certain special functions in this theory were obtained: the
affine spherical function was computed in [3], and the affine Gindikin-Karpelevic has been computed in
two different ways– first in [1] using a cohomological interpretation which is only available in positive
characteristic, and then in [2] using a different group theoretical argument which works in all characteristics.
In this note we turn our attention to another construction within the same venue, the unramified Whittaker
function. We prove the following explicit formula for these functions generalizing the work of Casselman
and Shalika [6] for finite-dimensional groups,

Theorem (see Theorem 7.1). Let G be an untwisted affine, simple, simply-laced Kac-Moody group over a
nonarchimedean local field whose underlying finite-dimensional root system has rank `, and let G∨ be the
(Langlands) dual group to G. Let λ∨ be a dominant affine coweight of G and πλ∨ the corresponding element
in a split torus of G. The affine Whittaker function W (see Definition 4.2) takes the following values,

W (πλ∨) = q〈ρ,λ
∨〉m ∏

a∨∈R∨+

(1−q−1e−a∨)m(a∨)
χλ∨ , (1.1)

where q is the size of the residue field, R∨+ is the set of all positive roots of G∨, m(a∨) denotes the multiplicity
of the coroot a∨, ρ is the co-character of G∨ whose value on each simple root of G∨ is 1, χλ∨ is the Weyl-Kac
character of the irreducible highest weight-representation of G∨ with highest weight λ∨, and

m=
`

∏
i=1

∞

∏
j=1

1−q−mi−1e− jc

1−q−mie− jc (1.2)

with c denoting the minimal imaginary root of G∨, and mi, i = 1, . . . , ` being the exponents of the underlying
finite-dimensional root system.

Note both the similarity of this statement with the usual finite-dimensional Casselman-Shalika formula
(see Theorem 2.9) and also the difference, namely the factor m interweaving the imaginary roots of the
affine root system with the exponents of the underlying finite-dimensional one. Its presence here is linked
to a similar such appearance in the formulas for the affine Gindikin-Karpelevic and spherical functions (the
reader may also note a discrepancy between ρ and−ρ between these two formulas as well– this is accounted
for by a choice of normalization of the measures involved as we will explain in §2.7).

1.2. In proving the above theorem, we were led to revisit the finite-dimensional Casselman-Shalika formula
and find an argument for it circumventing certain standard facts which are either not available or not yet
available in the affine setting, e.g. longest elements in the Weyl group, uniqueness of Whittaker functionals.
In §2, we sketch a finite-dimensional proof along these lines. An important ingredient in this proof is a
recursion formula (2.10) for Iwahori-Whittaker functions, one proof of which (see Appendix A) is based
on integral formula of Harish-Chandra type (see Proposition A.3) that links integrals over unipotent and
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compact groups. In the affine setting, the analogous recursion result does hold though the proof given here
in §5 is more algebraic in form, utilizing certain intertwining and averaging operators.

As with the original argument of Casselman-Shalika [6], our proof uses a passage to Iwahori-level
objects. The work of Bernstein, Zelevinsky (and Lusztig) makes clear that certain Demazure-Lusztig type
operators should govern the corresponding Iwahori-level combinatorics. Actually, the connection between
such operators and related p-adic groups may be traced a bit further back to Macdonald’s fundamental
computation of the spherical function for finite-dimensional groups [14, Chap 4], where such operators
are implicit. Reinterpreting Macdonald’s work using these operators was an important ingredient in our
computation of the affine spherical functions (see [3, §7]), as it allowed one to make the connection with
some algebraic results of Cherednik [7]. From this point of view, it was expected that an approach similar to
the one taken in [3, §6] might be useful in computing Whittaker functions. However, the Demazure-Lusztig
type operators used in the spherical case are not exactly the ones which are involved in the Whittaker picture.
We first learnt of the exact operators needed to compute Whittaker functions from [5] (and a seminar talk by
B. Brubaker), which provided an important impetus to the completion of this work. (Note that the relation
between the operators used here and those of [3] is provided in (6.6), as was observed already in [5].) The
appearance of these operators in loc. cit and our work is for the same reason– to find a recursive description
to Iwahori-Whittaker functions. However, whereas in loc. cit a general uniqueness principle for Whittaker
functionals is used to derive this recursion, here we proceed in a more direct manner as we have not yet
established such a result in the affine setting. It would be interesting to adapt the techniques of this paper to
settings where uniqueness of Whittaker functions is known to fail.

Using the connection between certain Demazure-Lusztig operators and Iwahori-level Whittaker func-
tions, the proof of the Casselman-Shalika formula is reduced to a combinatorial identity. Essentially the
same ideas as in [3,7] apply to establish this identity up to certain coefficient of proportionality (which turns
out to be m from (1.2) ). Let us note that, as in [3], to make the comparison between the algebraic and
p-adic theories, one needs to invoke a rather subtle algebraic result of Cherednik (see Lemma 6.3) which
ensures certain infinite symmetrizers have polynomial coefficients. In the finite-dimensional case, the cor-
responding result is trivial. Moreover, in the finite-dimensional case another purely combinatorial argument
(based on the existence of the longest element in the Weyl group) can be used to pin down the coefficient
of proportionality. In the affine case, we approach the problem differently by making use of a limiting argu-
ment connecting the Whittaker and Gindikin-Karpelevic integrals. Using our previous computation of the
Gindikin-Karpelevic integral [2], the unknown factor can be determined. A more refined combinatorial anal-
ysis should also be able to precise this factor and thereby avoid recourse to the affine Gindikin-Karpelevic
formula (though one still needs to use the main finiteness result of [2] to even make sense of the Whittaker
function).

1.3. Acknowledgements. I would like to thank the organizers of the special semester at ICERM on "Au-
tomorphic Forms, Combinatorial Representation Theory, and Multiple Dirichlet Series" for providing a
stimulating atmosphere in which part of this work was carried out, and especially G. Chinta, B. Brubaker,
and A. Diaconu for several helpful and motivating discussions. We also acknowledge IHÉS and the Max
Planck Institute for Mathematics for providing excellent working conditions where parts of this work were
written.

This paper owes a large intellectual debt to the works [2, 3], and the author owes an equally substantial
debt to his collaborators A. Braverman, H. Garland, and D. Kazhdan for numerous discussions and shared
insights over the last few years, many of which have informed this work. In particular, many aspects of this
work actually first arose in discussions with A. Braverman.

2. FINITE DIMENSIONAL CASE

2.1. Let K be a non-archimedean local field with ring of integers O. Let π ∈ O be a uniformizer, and
denote the residue field by κ := O/πO, which is a finite field of size q. Usually we shall denote algebraic
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groups (or functors of groups) over K (or a subring of K ) by boldface letters X,G etc., and their sets of
K -points by X ,G etc.

2.2. Let Go be a split, simple, and simply connected algebraic group (defined over Z) and let go be its Lie
algebra. Set Go = Go(K ). Let Ao ⊂Go be a maximal split torus, of rank `; we denote its character lattice
by Λo and its cocharacter lattice by Λ∨o ; note that since we have assumed that Go is simply connected, Λ∨o is
also the coroot lattice of Go. For any x ∈K ∗ and λ∨ ∈ Λ∨o we set xλ∨ = λ∨(x) ∈ Ao. Let us choose a pair
Bo,B−o of opposite Borel subgroups such that Bo∩B−o = Ao. Let Uo and U−o denote the unipotent radicals of
Bo and B−o respectively, so that we have semi-direct product decompositions Bo = AoUo and Bo = AoU−o .
Let Ro be the set of roots of Go and by R∨o the set of coroots. Similarly Ro,+ (resp. R∨o,+) will denote the set
of positive roots (resp. of positive coroots), and Πo (resp. Π∨o ) the set of simple roots (resp. simple coroots).
For each a ∈ Ro we let Ua denote the corresponding one-parameter root subgroup (so Uo is generated by Ua
for a ∈Πo). Let ρo ∈Λo denote the element such that 〈ρo,a∨〉= 1 for all a ∈Π∨o where 〈·, ·〉 : Λo×Λ∨o →C
denotes the natural pairing. Let Wo be the Weyl group of G, which is a finite Coxeter group with generators
simple reflections wi := wai corresponding to ai ∈ Πo. For a reductive group H over K we denote by H∨

the Langlands dual group defined over C defined by exchanging the root and coroot data of H.

2.3. Let Ko = Go(O) be a maximal compact subgroup of Go. We set Ao,O := Ao∩Ko, and note that Ao is a
direct product Ao(O)A′o where Λ∨

∼→ A′o is the isomorphism which sends λ∨ ∈Λ∨ to πλ∨ ∈ Ao. We have the
Iwasawa decomposition,

Go = Ko Bo = Ko AoUo (2.1)

with respect to which we may write g ∈ Go as

g = kπ
µ∨u where k ∈ Ko,µ

∨ ∈ Λ
∨
o ,u ∈Uo. (2.2)

In such a decomposition, µ∨ is uniquely defined, but the Ko component k is only well-defined modulo
Ko∩Bo. Hence, we have well-defined maps

IwAo : Go→ A′o, g 7→ πµ∨ and IwKo : Go→ Ko/Ko∩Bo, g 7→ k mod Ko∩Bo , (2.3)

whenever g is written as in (2.2).

2.4. Denote by ϖo : Ko→G(κ) the natural reduction map to the group over the residue field, and define the
Iwahori subgroups of Ko as follows,

Io := ϖ−1(B(κ)) and I−o := ϖ−1(B−(κ)) . (2.4)

Let us write Uo,O :=Uo(O) and

Uo,π :=Uo(πO) = ker(ϖo : Uo(O)→G(κ)). (2.5)

Similarly, we define U−o,π and U−o,O . Consider now the following map γo : U−o →Wo defined by the commu-
tative diagram,

U−o

γo ,,

// U−o,O \U−o
IwKo // U−o,O \Ko/Ko∩Bo

ϖo

��
U−o (κ)\G(κ)/Bo(κ) =Wo

(2.6)

where the Bruhat decomposition is used to identity (as sets) U−o (κ)\G(κ)/Bo(κ) with Wo in the right-hand
corner of the diagram. We have a decomposition U−o = tw∈WoU

−,w
o , where we set

U−,wo := γ
−1
o (w). (2.7)

This decomposition (or rather an affine version of it) already appeared in the work [2, §3] where it was used
to prove certain certain finiteness results.
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2.5. For each a ∈Πo, let ψa : U−a→C∗ be a character of the one-dimensional additive root group. There is
an isomorphism of abelian groups

U−o /[U−o ,U−o ]∼= ∏
a∈Πo

U−a, (2.8)

and so we may use the characters {ψa}a∈Πo to construct a map ψ : ∏a∈Πo U−a→ C. We denote the compo-
sition with the projection by the same letter,

ψ : U−o →U−o /[U−o ,U−o ]→ C∗. (2.9)

We say that ψ is principal if all of the ψa are non-trivial, and we say that ψ is unramified if all the ψa are
trivial on O but non-trivial on π−1O ⊂K .

2.6. Let C[Λ∨o ] denote the group algebra of the cocharacter lattice of Go, with generators eλ∨ ,λ∨ ∈Λ∨o . Also,
let dn− denote the Haar measure on U−o which which gives the compact subgroup Ko∩U−o volume 1. Then
we define the unramified Whittaker function Wo : G→ C[Λ∨o ] via

Wo(g) =
∫

U−o
Φρo(gn−)ψ(n−)dn− (2.10)

where if ν ∈ Λo and IwAo(g) = πµ∨ , µ∨ ∈ Λ∨o we set

Φν(g) = eµ∨q〈ν ,µ
∨〉 ∈ C[Λ∨o ]. (2.11)

We note immediately that Wo is left Ko-invariant and satisfies the following property, henceforth referred to
as right (U−,ψ)-invariance

Wo(gn−) = ψ(n−)Wo(g) if n− ∈U−o . (2.12)

Thus Wo is determined by its values on the Λ∨ ∼= A′o; moreover, a standard argument shows that left Ko-
invariance combined with right (U−,ψ)-invariance implies Wo(π

λ∨) = 0 unless λ∨ ∈ Λ∨+.

2.7. Whittaker Integrals and Whittaker Sums. We now try to explain the discrepancy between "ρ" and
"−ρ" that occurs within the affine and finite Casselman-Shalika formula (see Theorems 2.9 and 7.1). Let
λ∨ ∈ Λ∨o,+ and µ∨ ∈ Λ∨o and consider the set

Mo(λ
∨; µ

∨) = Ko \Koπ
λ∨U−o ∩Koπ

µ∨Uo. (2.13)

Since λ∨ ∈ Λ∨+ we have a well-defined map

n− : Koπ
λ∨U−o →U−o,O \U−o (2.14)

(see comments after (4.4) below), and hence a map n− : Mo(λ
∨; µ∨)→U−o,O \U

−
o . Now, starting from (2.10)

for g = πλ∨ , λ∨ ∈ Λ∨+ a simple change of variables (namely, n− 7→ π−λ∨n−πλ∨) shows

Wo(π
λ∨) =

∫
U−o

Φρo(π
λ∨n−)ψ(n−)dn− = Φ−ρo(e

λ∨)
∫

U−o
Φρo(n

−)ψ(π−λ∨n−π
λ∨)dn−. (2.15)

By the definition of the Haar measure dn−, the last expression can be written as a sum,

Wo(π
λ∨) = Φ−ρo(e

λ∨) ∑
µ∨∈Λ∨

eµ∨q〈ρ,µ
∨〉

∑
x∈Mo(0;µ∨)

ψ(π−λ∨n−(x)πλ∨). (2.16)

There is a bijection rλ∨ : Mo(0; µ∨)→Mo(λ
∨; µ∨+λ∨) such that

n−(rλ∨(x)) = π
λ∨n−(x)π−λ∨ , for x ∈Mo(0; µ

∨). (2.17)

Hence, the last sum may also be written as

(2.16) = Φ−ρo(e
λ∨) ∑

µ∨∈Λ∨
eµ∨q〈ρ,µ

∨〉
∑

x∈Mo(λ∨;µ∨+λ∨)

ψ(n−(x)) (2.18)

= q−〈2ρo,λ
∨〉

∑
µ∨∈Λ∨

eµ∨q〈ρ,µ
∨〉

∑
x∈Mo(λ∨;µ∨)

ψ(n−(x)) (2.19)
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Omitting the factor of q−〈2ρo,λ
∨〉 from the latter sum, we may define

W̃o(π
λ∨) := ∑

µ∨∈Λ∨
eµ∨q〈ρ,µ

∨〉
∑

x∈Mo(λ∨;µ∨)
ψ(n−(x)). (2.20)

This has an integral expression similar to (2.15) as well, but one in which we normalize the measure dn− so
that π−λ∨U−O πλ∨ is assigned measure 1.

In the affine setting, there is no natural Haar measure on the unipotent radical such that the change
of variables formula (2.15) holds, i.e. and we cannot compare the measure which assign volume 1 to
π−λ∨U−O πλ∨ and the one which assigns volume 1 to U−O (heuristically, they should be related by a factor
of q−〈2ρ,λ∨〉). On the other hand, using the finiteness results [2, Theorem 1.9(1)], sums such as (2.18) and
(2.20) do make sense. We find (2.20) more natural in the affine context, and take it as the basis of our
definition of the affine Whittaker function (see Definition 4.2 below.)

2.8. Omitting the character ψ and dividing by Φ−ρo(e
λ∨) in (2.15), one obtains the Gindikin-Karpelevic

integral,

Go :=
∫

U−o
Φρo(n

−)dn− = ∑
µ∨∈Λ∨

eµ∨q〈ρo,µ
∨〉 |Mo(0; µ

∨)| (2.21)

where |S| denotes the cardinality of a (finite) set S. This sum can be explicitly computed (see [1])

Go = ∏
a∈Ro,+

1−q−1e−a∨

1− e−a∨ . (2.22)

If f ∈ C[Λ∨o ] is written as f = ∑µ∨∈Λ∨o
cµ∨eµ∨ we shall denote its eµ∨ coefficient as

[eµ∨ ] f = cµ∨ . (2.23)

We then have the following result, whose proof (in the affine context) is given in Proposition 4.3.

Lemma. For any fixed µ∨ ∈ Λ∨o , there exists λ∨ ∈ Λ∨o,+ sufficiently dominant so that

[eµ∨ ]Go = q〈ρo,λ
∨〉[eµ∨+λ∨ ]Wo(π

λ∨) (2.24)

2.9. The main fact about Wo(g) is contained in the following result, generally known as the Casselman-
Shalika formula.

Theorem ([6]). Let λ∨ ∈ Λ∨o,+ and denote by χλ∨ ∈C[Λ∨o ] the corresponding Weyl character of the highest
weight representation of the dual group G∨. Then

Wo(π
λ∨) = q−〈ρo,λ

∨〉
∏

a∈Ro,+

(1−q−1e−a∨) χλ∨ (2.25)

Let us now sketch a proof of this theorem which generalizes to the setting of loop groups.

2.10. Step 1: Decomposition and Recursion. We first note that the decomposition U−o = tw∈WU−,wo (see
the line before (2.7)) results in the following expression:

Wo(π
λ∨) = ∑

w∈W
Wo,w(π

λ∨) (2.26)

where Wo,w(π
λ∨) are the Iwahori-Whittaker functions, defined as

Wo,w(π
λ∨) :=

∫
U−,wo

Φρo(π
λ∨n−)ψ(n−)dn− = Φ−ρo(e

λ∨)
∫

U−,wo

Φρo(n
−)ψ(π−λ∨n−π

λ∨)dn−. (2.27)

Proposition. Let w = w′wa with a ∈ Πo a simple root, and `(w) = 1+ `(w′). Then we have the following
identity in C[Λ∨o ],

Wo,w(π
λ∨) =

1−q−1e−a∨

1− ea∨ Wo,w′(π
λ∨)wa +

q−1−1
1− ea∨ Wo,w′(π

λ∨), (2.28)
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where Wo,w′(π
λ∨)wa is the termwise application of wa to the expression Wo,w′(π

λ∨)∈C[Λ∨] and the rational
functions in the above expression are expanded in positive powers of the coroots (a cancellation occurs to
ensure the whole expression is in C[Λ∨]).

This proof is carried out in Appendix A. Alternatively, in the affine setting we give a different proof
(which also works in the finite-dimensional setting) using intertwining and averaging operators.

2.11. Step 2: Rephrasal using Demazure-Lusztig Operators. The above Proposition 2.10 can be refor-
mulated with the aid of certain elements in C(Λ∨o )[Wo], the group algebra of Wo over the ring of rational
functions on C(Λ∨o ). Namely, for each a ∈Πo we define

Ta := c(a∨)[wa]+b(a∨)[1] (2.29)

where

c(a∨) = 1−q−1e−a∨

1−ea∨ and b(a∨) := q−1−1
1−ea∨ . (2.30)

The elements Ta,a ∈ Πo satisfy the relations for a Hecke algebra Ho associated to the finite group Wo (see
Proposition 6.1). In particular, since the braid relations are satisfied, if w ∈Wo has a reduced decomposition
w = wa1 · · ·war ,ai ∈ Πo we may define Tw := Ta1 · · ·Tar and note that the above definition does not depend
on the reduced decomposition chosen. One can check that the natural action of Wo on Λ∨o extends to give
an action of Ho on C[Λ∨o ] via the operators Ta defined above. Its relevance for us here is that the Iwahori-
Whittaker functions may be expressed as

Wo,w(π
λ∨) = q−〈ρo,λ

∨〉Tw−1(eλ∨). (2.31)

In case w = 1 we can easily verify that Wo,1(eλ∨) = q−〈ρo,λ
∨〉eλ∨ . Thus, inductively all Wo,w(π

λ∨) may be
computed recursively.

2.12. Step 4: Reassembly and the Gindikin-Karpelevic Limit. From (2.26) and (2.31), we see the compu-
tation of the Whittaker function reduces to a combinatorial problem, namely the identification of the right
hand side of the following identity,

Wo(π
λ∨) = q−〈ρo,λ

∨〉
∑

w∈Wo

Tw−1(eλ∨) = q−〈ρo,λ
∨〉

∑
w∈Wo

Tw(eλ∨). (2.32)

In other words, Theorem 2.9 amounts to the identity

∑
w∈Wo

Tw(eλ∨) = ∏
a∈Ro,+

(1−q−1e−a∨) χλ∨ . (2.33)

This follows in turn from the following "operator Casselman-Shalika" formula, i.e., the following algebraic
identity in C(Λ∨o )[Wo]

∑
w∈W

Tw = ∏
a∈Ro,+

(1−q−1e−a∨) ∑
w∈W

[w] ∏
a∈Ro,+

1
(1− e−a∨)

. (2.34)

The proof of this identity rests on the Hecke properties of Ta, and is explained in more detail in Proposition
6.5. The main idea is to show that both sides are eigenfunctions of each Ta, a∈Πo with the same eigenvalue.
This ensures that the two sides of the above equation are proportional, i.e., we can write

Wo(π
λ∨) = q−〈ρo,λ

∨〉
∑

w∈W
Tw(eλ∨) = q−〈ρo,λ

∨〉 c ∏
a∈Ro,+

(1−q−1e−a∨) ∑
w∈W

[w] ∏
a∈Ro,+

1
(1− e−a∨)

(2.35)

where c is some element in C(Λ∨o ) which is independent of λ∨. Now Lemma 2.8 tells us that the Whittaker
function resembles the Gindikin-Karpelevic integral for large values of λ∨. Since the latter integral can be
computed explicitly (see (2.22)), we can show that c= 1 (for details on this point see §7.3).
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3. NOTATIONS ON AFFINE LIE ALGEBRAS AND GROUPS

In this section, we review some basic facts about affine Kac-Moody algebras and the corresponding p-
adic groups associated to them. The notation is the same as in [2, 3] and we refer the reader to these papers
(and the references therein) for further details on the constructions we sketch here.

Affine Lie algebras and root systems.

3.1. Affine Lie Algebras. We maintain the same finite-dimensional conventions as in §2.2. For a field k,
we denote by g the (untwisted) affinization of the Lie algebra go. As a vector space g := kd⊕g′ where d is
the degree derivation and g′ is the one-dimensional central extension of the the loop algebra go⊗k k[t, t−1]
which is specified by normalizing the Killing form (·, ·) on go so that the highest root has length 2. Let h⊂ g
denote a Cartan subalgebra containing the finite-dimensional Cartan ho, the degree derivation d, and the
center hcen of g, which is one-dimensional and spanned by c, the minimal imaginary coroot, i.e., one has
a direct sum decomposition h := ho⊕ kc⊕ kd. Let h∗ be the algebraic dual of h. As before we denote by
〈·, ·〉 : h∗×h→ k the natural pairing. Let R be the set of roots of g, and R∨ the set of coroots. We denote the
set of simple roots of g by Π = {a1, . . . ,a`+1} ⊂ h∗ and write Π∨ = {a∨1 , . . . ,a∨`+1} ⊂ h for the set of simple
affine coroots.

For each i = 1, . . . , `+ 1 we denote by wai (or just sometimes wi) the corresponding simple reflection
and denote by W ⊂ Aut(h) the group generated by the elements wi for i = 1, . . . , `. It is a Coxeter group.

A root a∈ R is called a real root if there exists w∈W such that wa∈Π. The set of such roots is denoted
as Rre. Otherwise, a is called an imaginary root, and the set of all such imaginary roots is denoted Rim. For
each a ∈ R we let m(a) denote the multiplicity of a : it is equal to 1 is a ∈ Rre and ` if a ∈ Rim.

We define the affine root lattice Q as the Z-module spanned by Π and the affine coroot lattice Q∨ as
the Z-module spanned by Π∨. Denote the subset of non-negative integral linear combinations of the affine
simple roots (respectively, affine simple coroots) as Q+ (respectively, Q∨+). Set Q− :=−Q+ and Q∨− :=−Q∨+.
The integral weight lattice is defined by

Λ := {λ ∈ h∗ | 〈λ ,a∨i 〉 ∈ Z for i = 1, . . . , `+1 and 〈λ ,d〉 ∈ Z} . (3.1)

Let Λi, i = 1, . . . , `+1 denote the fundamental weights defined by the condition

〈Λi,a∨j 〉= δi, j for j = 1, . . . , `+1 and 〈Λi,d〉= 0. (3.2)

The coweight lattice Λ∨ is defined as

Λ
∨ := {λ∨ ∈ h∗ | 〈ai,λ

∨〉 ∈ Z for i = 1, . . . , `+1 and 〈Λ`+1,λ
∨〉 ∈ Z}. (3.3)

The set of dominant weights Λ+ is defined as

Λ+ := {λ ∈ h∗ | 〈λ ,a∨i 〉 ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . , `+1 and 〈λ ,d〉 ∈ Z} , (3.4)

and the set of dominant coweights Λ∨+ is defined analogously. Finally we define ρ ∈ Λ via

〈ρ,a∨i 〉= 1 for i = 1, . . . , `+1 and 〈ρ,d〉= 0. (3.5)

We define ρ∨ ∈ Λ∨ by replacing in the above definition the simple coroots with the simple roots and d with
Λ`+1.

Let g∨ denote the dual Lie algebra to g (obtained by the transpose of the generalized Cartan matrix of
g). In general g∨ is again an affine Lie algebra, but could be of twisted type. If go is of simply-laced type,
then g∨ is the untwisted affine Lie algebra attached to g∨o , the dual of the underlying finite-dimensional root
system. To avoid the complications of twisted affine types, we shall throughout restrict to the case that go
is of simply-laced type.

3.2. Modules for Affine Lie Algebras. Given λ ,µ ∈ h∗ we define the dominance partial order by

λ ≥ µ ⇐⇒ λ −µ ∈ Q+. (3.6)
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For any λ ∈ Λ+ we let V λ denote the irreducible highest weight module of g with highest weight λ ; it is
equipped with a decomposition

V λ =⊕
µ∈P(V λ )V

λ (µ) (3.7)

where P(V λ ) is the weight lattice of the representation, each V λ (µ) is finite-dimensional, and in fact µ ≤ λ

for each µ ∈ P(V λ ).

3.3. Dual Coweight Algebras. Let S be any ring, and consider the set of formal linear combinations

f := ∑
λ∨∈Λ∨

cλ∨eλ∨ , where cλ∨ ∈ S. (3.8)

The support of f as above will be the set Supp( f ) ⊂ Λ∨ consisting of all µ∨ ∈ Λ∨ such that cµ∨ 6= 0. We
shall say that f has semi-infinite support if there exists λ∨1 , . . . ,λ

∨
r ∈ Λ∨+ such that

Supp( f )⊂ o(λ∨1 )∪·· ·∪o(λ∨r ) (3.9)

where

o(λ∨) = {µ∨ ∈ Λ
∨|µ∨ ≤ λ

∨}, (3.10)

and ≤ denotes the dominance order on coweights (defined as in (3.6) ). Let us define

S≤[Λ∨] := { f = ∑
λ∨∈Λ∨

cλ∨eλ∨ | Supp( f ) is semi-infinite}. (3.11)

By [13], the set S≤[Λ∨] is a ring, but note that the natural W -action on S[Λ∨] (i.e, weλ∨ = ewλ∨ for w ∈W )
does not preserve the completion S≤[Λ∨]. For any f ∈ S≤[Λ∨] we still denote by f w the application of w∈W
to f (regarded as a formal linear combination of eλ∨) extending the one described above.

3.4. Weyl-Kac Characters. Let us now define

D := ∏
a∈R+

(1− e−a∨)m(a∨) (3.12)

where m(a∨) is the multiplicity of the root a∨. One can easily show that D∈C≤[Λ∨] and that moreover (see
[10, p. 172, 10.2.2]) one has the following identity in C≤[Λ∨],

ewρ∨Dw = (−1)`(w)eρ∨D. (3.13)

The Weyl-Kac character formula now states,

Theorem. [10, Theorem 10.4, p. 173] Let λ∨ ∈ Λ∨+ and let χλ∨ := ∑µ∨∈Λ∨ dimCV λ∨(µ∨)eµ∨ be the char-
acter of the irreducible highest weight representation (of g∨) with highest weight λ∨. Then χλ∨ ∈ C≤[Λ∨]
and we have the following equality in C≤[Λ∨],

χλ∨ =
1
D ∑

w∈W
(−1)`(w)ew(λ∨+ρ∨)−ρ∨ = ∑

w∈W

ewλ∨

Dw . (3.14)

Implicit in the statement of the above theorem is the assertion that all expressions in (3.14) lie in C≤[Λ∨].
The equality of the second and third expression follows at once from (3.13).

Affine Kac-Moody Groups.

3.5. The Tits Group Functor. Let G denote the affine Kac-Moody group functor of Tits constructed in
[17] (or see [3] where this construction is reviewed in the above notation). Recall that the construction
involves, for any a ∈ Rre a corresponding one-dimensional additive group scheme Ua together with a fixed
isomorphism xa : Ga→ Ua. We let U and U− denote the subgroup scheme generated by Ua for a ∈ Rre,+ or
Rre,− respectively. For each i = 1, . . . , `+ 1 we choose isomorphisms xai : Ga→ Uai and x−ai : Ga→ U−ai
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and for each invertible element r ∈ S∗ (here again S is some test ring) and i = 1, . . . , `+ 1 denote by w̃i(r)
the image of the product

xai(r)x−ai(−r−1)xai(r) (3.15)

in G(S). We set w̃i := w̃i(1). Also, recall that there exists an embedding A⊂G where A is the functor that
sends S to A(S) = HomZ(Λ,S). For u ∈ S∗ and λ∨ ∈ Λ∨ we write sλ∨ for the element of A(S) which sends
each µ ∈ Λ to s〈µ,λ

∨〉 ∈ S.
Now we describe the structure of G := G(k) for any field k. For each a ∈ Rre we define Ua = Ua(k),

and we also let A = A(k). Let U denote the subgroup generated by Ua for a ∈ Rre,+ and U− the subgroup
generated by Ua for a ∈ Rre,−. Define now Ba to be the subgroup of G generated by Ua and T. Also, set B
and B− to be the subgroups generated by all the Ba for a ∈ Rre,+ and Rre,− respectively. We have semi-direct
products B = AoU and B− = AoU−. We let N be the group generated by T and the w̃i defined as above.
There is a natural map ζ : N→W which sends w̃i 7→ wi and which has kernel A. This map is surjective, and
induces an isomorphism ζ : N/A→W. For each w ∈W, we shall write ẇ for any lift of w by ζ . If w ∈W
has a reduced decomposition w = wai1

· · ·wair
, with the ak ∈Π, we shall also sometimes write

w̃ := w̃i1 · · · w̃ir (3.16)

for a specific lift of w (depending on the reduced decomposition) where the w̃i were defined after (3.15).
One has the following Bruhat-type decompositions

G = tw∈W BẇB = tw∈W B−ẇB− (3.17)
= tw∈W B− ẇB = tw∈W BẇB−, (3.18)

where ẇ is any lift of w ∈W to N under the map ζ above. Note that it is important here that we are working
with the so-called minimal Kac-Moody group in order to have Bruhat decompositions with respect to B and
B−. We shall denote the big cell of G as BU−. Note that if g ∈ BU− then we may uniquely write g = uhu−

with u ∈U,h ∈ A,u− ∈U−.

Recollections on p-adic Loop Groups.

3.6. Now we collect a few useful definitions and constructions related to G := G(K ), a group which we
informally refer to as a p-adic loop group in place of the more precise terminology affine Kac-Moody group
over a non-archimedean local field. We now set K := G(O) ⊂ G, a subgroup which plays the role of a
maximal compact subgroup in the discussion below (note that we have not defined any topology on G, so
this is only an analogy). We set A :=A(K )∼=HomZ(Λ,K )⊂G. Let AO :=A(O) and note that we have an
direct product decomposition A = A′AO where A′ is identified with Λ∨ via the map λ∨ 7→ πλ∨ with π ∈ O
the fixed uniformizing element. For each a ∈ Rre, recall that the elements of the one-dimensional group
Ua := Ua(K )⊂ G are written as xa(u) for u ∈K . For m ∈ Z we set

U(a,m) := {xa(u)|v(u)≥ m}. (3.19)

As a shorthand, if a ∈ Rre we write

Ua,O :=U(a,0) = Ua(O) Ua,π :=U(a,1) Ua[m] :=U(a,m) \U(a,m−1) (3.20)

Let us also set Uπ to be the group generated by Ua,π with a ∈ Rre,+ and U−O the group generated by U−a,O
for a ∈ Rre,+. Similarly, we may define the groups UO and U−π . The group K = G(O) is generated by the
subgroups Ua,O . Letting ϖ : K→ Gκ denote the map induced from the natural reduction O→ κ (recall that
κ denotes the residue field), we define the Iwahori subgroups I, I− ⊂ K as

I := {x ∈ K|ϖ(x) ∈ Bκ} and I− := {x ∈ K | ϖ(x) ∈ B−κ }. (3.21)

Choose representatives w̃ ∈ K for w ∈W as in (3.16), we have decompositions

K = tw∈W I− w̃ I = tw∈W I− w̃ I−. (3.22)

The Iwasawa decompositions which we need state that

G = tλ∨∈Λ∨Kπ
λ∨U = tλ∨∈Λ∨Kπ

λ∨U−. (3.23)
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In general, for g ∈ G the K and U (or U−) component are not uniquely determined. Let W := Λ∨oW be
the "affinized" Weyl group: for each x = (λ∨,w) ∈W, we denote by πλ∨w̃ ∈ G again by the same letter x.
The following is a consequence of the decompositions above and (3.22) (see also [3, §3]) :

G = tx∈WU xI− = tx∈WI− xU−. (3.24)

4. WHITTAKER SUMS

Throughout this section, we maintain the conventions of §3.6.

Basic Definitions.

4.1. For each a ∈Π, let ψa : Ua→ C∗ be a character. There is an isomorphism of abelian groups

U−/[U−,U−]∼= ∏
a∈Π

Ua(K ), (4.1)

and so the characters {ψa}a∈Π yield a map ψ : ∏a∈ΠUa(K )→ C∗. We denote the composition with the
natural projection by the same letter,

ψ : U−→U−/[U−,U−]→ C∗. (4.2)

We say that ψ is principal if all of the ψa are non-trivial, and we say that ψ is unramified if all the ψa are
trivial on O but non-trivial on π−1O ⊂K .

4.2. To motivate the definition of the affine Whittaker function, we would like to study functions which are
left K-invariant which satisfy the analogue of the condition (2.12). As in the finite-dimensional case, this
already imposes the following dominance condition, whose proof we omit.

Lemma. Fix ψ a principal, unramified character of U− as in §4.1. Let f : G→ C≤[Λ∨] be any function
which if left K-invariant and satisfies the following condition (known hereafter as (U−,ψ)-invariance)

f (gn−) = ψ(n−) f (g) for n− ∈ N− and g ∈ G. (4.3)

Then f is determined by its values on Λ∨ ∼= A′ ⊂ G and moreover f (πλ∨) = 0 unless λ∨ ∈ Λ∨+.

Before we present the full definition of the affine Whittaker function, we make the following simple
observation: if λ∨ ∈ Λ∨+, then there is a map from the set

n− : Kπ
λ∨U−→U−O \U− (4.4)

specified as follows. Given any x∈Kπλ∨U− which we write as x = kπλ∨n− ∈Kπλ∨U− for k ∈K,n− ∈U−,
recall that n− is only uniquely specified up to left multiplication by elements of the form π−λ∨U−O πλ∨ . Since
λ∨ ∈ Λ∨+, we have π−λ∨U−O πλ∨ ⊂U−O and so the map n−(x) = U−O n− is well-defined. Using this remark
and the above Lemma, we now present the following

Definition. Let ψ be an unramified, principal character of U−. The Whittaker function W : G→C≤[Λ∨] is
defined to be the unique function satisfying the following two conditions,

(1) W (kgn−) = ψ(n−)W (g) for g ∈ G, n− ∈U−, k ∈ K.

(2) For λ∨ ∈ Λ∨+, W (πλ∨) is given by the sum

W (πλ∨) = ∑
µ∨∈Λ∨

eµ∨q〈ρ,µ
∨〉

∑
x∈M(λ∨;µ∨)

ψ(n−(x)) (4.5)

where M(λ∨; µ∨) := K \Kπλ∨U−∩Kπµ∨U, and n− : M(λ∨; µ∨)→U−O \U− is the map defined as
in (4.4).

Remarks. Let us note the following:
i. The previous Lemma 4.2 implies that such a function W is uniquely specified by conditions (1) and

(2), which are easily seen to be compatible.
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ii. In condition (2), since ψ is trivial on U−O it descends to a well-defined function on n−(M(λ∨; µ∨)).
iii. From [2, Theorem 1.9] we have that M(λ∨; µ∨) is always equal to a finite set. It is equal to the

empty set unless µ∨ ≤ λ∨. Hence, W (πλ∨) is well-defined and takes values in C≤[Λ∨].
iv. We may also write W (πλ∨) as a sum over M(0; µ∨) = K \KU−∩Kπµ∨U, as follows,

W (πλ∨) = q〈ρ,λ
∨〉eλ∨

∑
µ∨∈Λ∨

eµ∨q〈ρ,µ
∨〉

∑
x∈M(0;µ∨)

ψ(π−λ∨n−(x)πλ∨) (4.6)

where again we must use the fact that λ∨ ∈ Λ∨+ to note that ψ(π−λ∨n−(x)πλ∨) is well-defined for
x ∈M(0; µ∨).

Gindikin-Karpelevic Limits.

4.3. The Gindikin-Karpelevic sum is defined as

G := ∑
µ∨∈Λ∨

|K \KU−∩Kπ
µ∨U |eµ∨q〈ρ,µ

∨〉 = ∑
µ∨∈Λ∨

|M(0; µ
∨)|eµ∨q〈ρ,µ

∨〉. (4.7)

Theorem. [2, Theorem 1.13] The expression G is a well-defined expression in C≤[Λ∨] and

G =m∆ (4.8)

where m is as in (1.2) and

∆ = ∏
a∈R+

(
1−q−1e−a∨

1− e−a∨ )m(a∨), (4.9)

To relate the Gindikin-Karpelevic sum G and the Whittaker sum W (πλ∨), we introduce the following
definition.

Definition. Let µ∨ ∈ Λ∨ and λ∨ ∈ Λ∨+.

(1) We shall say that µ∨ is of Gindikin-Karpelevic type for λ∨ if

[eµ∨+λ∨ ]W (πλ∨) = q〈ρ,λ
∨〉[eµ∨ ]G . (4.10)

(2) We shall say that λ∨ is sufficiently dominant compared to µ∨ if 〈ai,λ
∨+µ∨〉 is sufficiently large for

each i = 1, . . . , `+1.

With this definition, we can now state,

Proposition. Fix µ∨ ∈ Λ∨. If λ∨ ∈ Λ∨+ is sufficiently dominant (compared to µ∨), then µ∨ is of Gindikin-
Karpelevic type for λ∨.

Proof. Let us actually show the Proposition for a fixed −µ∨ ∈ Λ∨ (and λ∨ ∈ Λ∨+ to be chosen sufficiently
dominant to −µ∨). Choose any n− ∈U−∩Kπ−µ∨U. In light of (4.6), it suffices to show that π−λ∨n−πλ∨ ∈
U−O . Equivalently, if we write n− = πλ∨ ñ−π−λ∨ with ñ− ∈U−, then we need to show that ñ− ∈U−O . Now,
our assumption that n−= πλ∨ ñ−π−λ∨ ∈Kπ−µ∨U implies that πλ∨ ñ− ∈Kπλ∨−µ∨U. From [2, Theorem 1.9],
we can choose λ∨ sufficiently dominant so that

Kπ
λ∨U−∩Kπ

λ∨−µ∨U = Kπ
λ∨U−O ∩Kπ

λ∨−µ∨U. (4.11)

So we may write ñ = zv with v ∈ U−O and πλ∨zπ−λ∨ ∈ U−O . As λ∨ ∈ Λ∨+ the condition πλ∨zπ−λ∨ ∈ U−O
implies that z ∈ π−λ∨U−O πλ∨ ⊂U−O . Hence ñ− ∈U−O , which is what we wanted to show.

�
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Iwahori-Whittaker Sums.

4.4. Let w ∈W and λ∨ ∈ Λ∨+. Consider the following maps induced by multplication,

mλ∨ : UK×K Kπ
λ∨U−→ G (4.12)

mw,λ∨ : UwI−×I− I−π
λ∨U−→ G. (4.13)

For µ∨ ∈ Λ∨ we consider the fibers m−1
λ∨ (π

µ∨) and m−1
w,λ∨(π

µ∨). From [3, §4.1.3], there is a bijection

m−1
λ∨ (π

µ∨)∼= M(λ∨; µ
∨), (4.14)

where the right hand side (as in Definition 4.2 ) is equal to K \Kπλ∨U− ∩Kπµ∨U). In analogy with
[3, Lemma 7.3.1], we can now show the following.

Lemma. For a fixed λ∨,µ∨ ∈ Λ∨, the fibers m−1
w,λ∨(π

µ∨) are disjoint for w ∈ W. Moreover we have a
bijective correspondence

tw∈W m−1
w,λ∨(π

µ∨) = m−1
λ∨ (π

µ∨) (4.15)

Proof. Consider the map

ϕ : tw∈W m−1
w,λ∨(π

µ∨)→ m−1
λ∨ (π

µ∨) (4.16)

which sends (a,c) 7→ (a,c) where a ∈UwI− and c ∈ I−πλ∨U−. This map is well-defined: if j ∈ I− and
(a,c) ∈ m−1

w,λ∨(π
µ∨) then (a j, j−1c) represents the same element in m−1

λ∨ (π
µ∨). Denote by ϕw the restriction

of ϕ to each m−1
w,λ∨(π

µ∨). We claim that ϕ is the required bijection. That ϕ is surjective follows at once from
the Iwahori-Matsumoto decomposition (3.22). To prove the injectivity of ϕ we need to show

(i): the images of ϕw and ϕw′ are disjoint for distinct elements w,w′ ∈W ; and
(ii): the map ϕw is injective for w ∈W

Claim. Let (a,c), (a′,c′) ∈ tw∈W m−1
w,λ∨(π

µ∨) be such that ϕ(a,c) = ϕ(a′,c′). Then there exists (a unique)

w ∈W such that (a,c), (a′,c′) ∈ m−1
w,λ∨(π

µ∨).

Proof. Since ϕ(a,c) = ϕ(a′,c′), by definition there exists v ∈ K such that c = vc′. Suppose that v ∈ I−σ̃ I−,
with σ ∈W. The claim will follow if we can show that σ = 1. If c = vc′, then by the assumption

/0 6= I−π
λ∨U−∩ I−σ̃ I−π

λ∨U− = I−π
λ∨U−∩ I−σ̃π

λ∨U− 6= /0. (4.17)

By the disjointness of the decomposition (3.24) we may conclude that σ = 1 as desired. �

The statement (i) above is just the above Claim. As for (ii): if (a,c) and (a′,c′) belong to m−1
w,λ∨(π

µ∨)

and have the same image by ϕ then we must again have c′ ∈ I−c. Hence (a,c) and (a′,c′) are equivalent in
m−1

w,λ∨(π
µ∨). �

4.5. For w ∈W and λ∨,µ∨ ∈ Λ∨, there is a natural projection

m−1
w,λ∨(π

µ∨)→ I− \ I−π
λ∨U−, (4.18)

where the map mw,λ∨ was defined in (4.13). Assuming now that λ∨ ∈ Λ∨+ and using the same observation as
was needed to define (4.4), we obtain a natural map I− \ I−πλ∨U−→U−O \U−. Denote the composition of
these maps as

n− : m−1
w,λ∨(π

µ∨)→U−O \U−. (4.19)

Definition. Let w ∈W,λ∨ ∈ Λ∨+, and ψ be a principal, unramified character. Then the Iwahori-Whittaker
sum Ww,λ∨ is defined as,

Ww,λ∨ := ∑
µ∨∈Λ∨

eµ∨q〈ρ,µ
∨〉

∑
x∈m−1

w,λ∨ (π
µ∨ )

ψ(n−(x)). (4.20)
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Remarks.

(1) In light of Lemma 4.4, and (4.14), for any λ∨ ∈ Λ∨+ we have

W (πλ∨) = ∑
w∈W

Ww,λ∨ . (4.21)

(2) The Ww,λ∨ should be compared to the Wo,w(π
λ∨) from (2.27). We shall actually view Ww,λ∨ as a

function of G below (see Lemma 5.4) and for this reason we prefer to adopt this peculiar notation.
(3) In §7.2, we show how the recursion relation Proposition 5.6 it follows that the sum Ww,λ∨ has finite

support. It would be interesting to see this more directly from the definitions.

5. RECURSION FORMULAS

Function Spaces and Some Operators.

5.1. We shall generally be interested in the space M(G) of functions on G which are left-invariant under the
group AOU. Such functions carry a natural action of C[Λ∨] on the left, defined by requiring that

eλ∨ f (g) = q−〈ρ,λ
∨〉 f (π−λ∨g) for g ∈ G,λ∨ ∈ Λ

∨, (5.1)

and then extending linearly to C[Λ∨]. Let M(G, I−) =C(AOU \G/I−) denote the set of all functions f : G→
C which are left AOU and right I− invariant. From the decomposition (3.24), any such function f : G→ C
may be written as a (possibly infinite) sum of the following form

f = ∑
x∈W

cxvx, cx ∈ C, (5.2)

and where vx is the characteristic function of the double coset AOUxI−,x ∈W (abusing notation, we are
using the symbol x to denote both the element in the abstract "affine" Weyl group and for any lift of it to
N ⊂ G). Under the action (5.1), we have

eλ∨vx = q−〈ρ,λ
∨〉vλ∨.x, (5.3)

where if x = (µ∨,w) ∈W as above, then λ∨.x = (µ∨+λ∨,w) ∈W.

5.2. We shall define similarly the space

M(G, I) = C(AOU \G/I) (5.4)

with respect to the opposite Iwahori I : i.e., functions f : G→ C which are left AOU and right I invariant
and so may be written as a (possibly infinite) sum of the following form

f = ∑
x∈W

cxv+x , cx ∈ C, (5.5)

where now v+x is the characteristic function of the double coset AOUxI,x ∈W. One has an analogue of (5.3)
with vx and vλ∨.x replaced by v+x and v+

λ∨.x respectively. Let Yw denote the characteristic function of IwI−

for w ∈W. For w,w′ ∈W we may define the natural convolution

v+x ?Yw′ := ∑
y∈W
|m−1

x,w′(y)|vy, (5.6)

in terms of the multiplication map mx,w : AOUxI×I Iw′I−→ G. One then has the following simple result, a
slighly more general version of which is proven in [3, Lemma 7.3.5].

Lemma. Let w ∈W. Then

(1) v+1 ?Yw = vw
(2) If w = waw′ where a ∈Π is a simple root such that `(w) = `(w′)+1, then

v+wa
?Yw′ = qvwaw′+(q−1)vw′ (5.7)
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5.3. Let ψ : U−→ C∗ be any character, and let M(G,U−,ψ) denote the space of functions on G which are
AOU-left invariant and satisfy the following invariance on the right under U− :

f (gn−) = ψ(n−) f (g). (5.8)

Such functions carry a natural action of C[Λ∨] on the left using the same formula as in (5.1).
Consider the element 1ψ ∈M(G,U−,ψ) defined as follows,

1ψ(g) =

{
ψ(n−) if g = naOn− where n ∈U,n− ∈U−,aO ∈ AO

0 otherwise
(5.9)

The support of such a function is contained in the big cell BU−. We denote by Mgen(G,U−,ψ) all such
functions in M(G,U−,ψ) which are supported on BU−, i.e., those functions f ∈M(G,U−,ψ) of the form

f = ∑
µ∨∈Λ∨

cµ∨eµ∨1ψ , where cµ∨ ∈ C. (5.10)

Note that cµ∨ = f (πµ∨)q〈ρ,µ
∨〉.

5.4. Averaging Operators. Let ψ : U−→ C∗ now be an unramified, principal character as in §4.1, and let
λ∨ ∈ Λ∨+. Then the two function spaces M(G, I−) and M(G,U−,ψ) may be connected using an averaging
operator

Avψ,λ∨ : M(G, I−)→M(G,U−,ψ), (5.11)

defined as follows. For x ∈W and vx as above, we set

Avψ,λ∨(vx)(g) = ∑
z∈m−1

x,λ∨ (g)

ψ(n−(z)) for g ∈ G, (5.12)

where mx,λ∨ : AOUxI−×I− I−πλ∨U− → G is the usual multiplication map and n− : m−1
x,λ∨(g)→U−O \U−

is the projection defined as in (4.19). We note that Avψ,λ∨(vx) ∈ M(G,U−,ψ), but not necessarily in
Mgen(G,U−,ψ), i.e., its support may lie outside of the big cell. We let Avgen

ψ,λ∨ be the restriction of Avψ,λ∨

to the big cell, i.e.,

Avgen
ψ,λ∨(vx)(g) =

{
Avψ,λ∨(vx)(g) if g ∈ BU−

0 otherwise.
(5.13)

We may extend the above construction linearly to formally define (i.e., ignoring issues of existence for the
moment) maps

Avψ,λ∨ : M(G, I−)→M(G,U−,ψ) and Avgen
ψ,λ∨ : M(G, I−)→Mgen(G,U−,ψ) . (5.14)

We record here a simple property: for f ∈M(G, I−) and µ∨ ∈ Λ∨

Avψ,λ∨(e
µ∨ f ) = eµ∨ Avψ,λ∨( f ). (5.15)

To prove this formula, one may reduce to the case that f = vw for w ∈W, in which case the result fol-
lows from the definitions. Finally, note the following, which is again just a consequence of the definitions
and which establishes the connection between the averaging operators and the Iwahori Whittaker functions
defined in (4.5).

Lemma. For w ∈W,λ∨ ∈ Λ∨+, and ψ a principal, unramified character, we have

Ww,λ∨ = ∑
µ∨∈Λ∨

eµ∨q〈ρ,µ
∨〉Avψ,λ∨(vw)(π

µ∨) (5.16)

Notation. For a function f ∈ C(AOU \G) we define the formal series

Ψ( f ) := ∑
µ∨∈Λ∨

f (πµ∨)eµ∨q〈ρ,µ
∨〉. (5.17)
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For f as above and µ∨ ∈ Λ∨, one has that

Ψ(eµ∨ f ) = eµ∨
Ψ( f ) (5.18)

where in the left hand side we are using the action defined in (5.1) to define eµ∨ f and on the right hand side
we are just multiplying the formal series Ψ( f ) by eµ∨ . In this notation, the above Lemma states

Ψ(Avψ,λ∨(vw)) = Ww,λ∨ . (5.19)

Note that if f = ∑µ∨∈Λ∨ cµ∨eµ∨1ψ , where cµ∨ ∈ C as in (5.10), then

Ψ( f ) = ∑
µ∨∈Λ∨

cµ∨eµ∨ (5.20)

5.5. Intertwining Operators. For each a ∈Π we may define the operator

Ia : M(G)→M(G) (5.21)

via the following integral formula: let ϕ ∈M(G) and x ∈ G,

Ia(ϕ)(x) =
∫

Ua

ϕ(wauax)dua, (5.22)

where dua is the Haar measure on Ua which gives Ua ∩K volume 1. It is well-known that the operators
Ia satisfy the braid relations, i.e. if w ∈W has a reduced decomposition w = wa1 · · ·war with ai ∈ Π for
i = 1, . . . ,r, and we define

Iw := Ia1 ◦ · · · ◦ Iar , (5.23)

then Iw does not depend on the reduced decomposition chosen. One may also verify the following standard
facts,

Iw(eλ∨ f ) = ewλ∨Ia( f ) for w ∈W, λ
∨ ∈ Λ

∨, f ∈M(G) (5.24)
Iw(v+x ?Yw′) = Iw(v+x )?Yw′ for w,w′ ∈W,x ∈W (5.25)

The following result summarizes the properties of the operators introduced above which we shall need
in the sequel.

Lemma. Let ψ : U−→C be an unramified, principal character constructed as in §4.1 and λ∨ ∈ Λ∨+. Then

(1) Iw(Avψ,λ∨( f )) = Avψ,λ∨(Iw( f )) for w ∈W and f ∈M(G, I−).

(2) Ia(v+1 ) = q−1v+wa
+ (1−q−1)ea∨

1−ea∨ v+1 = q−1v+wa
+(−b(a∨)− (1−q−1))v+1

(3) For g ∈ BU− we have Ia(1ψ)(g) =
1−q−1e−a∨

1−ea∨ 1ψ(g) = c(a∨)1ψ(g),

where the rational expressions in parts (2) and (3) are expanded in positive powers of ea∨ and we have used
the same notation as in the finite dimensional case for c(a∨) and b(a∨) (see 2.30).

The first part of the Lemma follows from a Fubini-type result in our algebraic setting. The second and
third are simple rank 1 computations.

Iwahori-Whittaker Recursion Formula.

5.6. Let J ⊂ Rre be a finite subset of real roots, and consider the subalgebra of BJ = C[ea∨ ]a∈J ⊂ C[Λ∨].
Denote by B̂J the completion of BJ with respect to the maximal ideal spanned by ea∨ ,a ∈ J. Let us set

CJ[Λ
∨] := B̂J⊗BJ C[Λ

∨]. (5.26)

For each w ∈W we let Sw = R+ ∩wR− and write Cw[Λ
∨] in place of CSw [Λ

∨]. The following is the main
recursion result we wish to show,
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Proposition. Fix λ∨ ∈Λ∨ and let w,w′ ∈W be related as follows: w = waw′ with a ∈Πo a simple root, and
`(w) = 1+ `(w′). Then we have the following identity in the completion, Cwa [Λ

∨],

Ww,λ∨ = c(a∨)W wa
w′,λ∨+b(a∨)Ww′,λ∨ , (5.27)

where W wa
w′,λ∨ denotes the termwise application of wa to the expression Ww′,λ∨ , and where b(a∨) and c(a∨)

are as in (2.30).

Remark.

(1) If w = 1 then we have that W1,λ∨ = q〈ρ,λ
∨〉eλ∨ since Kπλ∨U ∩Kπλ∨U− = Kπλ∨ (see for example

Theorem 4.3).
(2) In fact, the equality (5.27) holds in C[Λ∨], i.e., expanding the rational functions in the right hand

side of (5.27) in Cwa [Λ
∨], a cancellation occurs to ensure the whole expression lies in C[Λ∨].

Proof of Proposition . Let w ∈W be written as w = waw′ as in the statement of the Proposition. From
Lemma 5.5 (1), we have an equality of functions on G,

Ia(Avψ,λ∨(vw′)) = Avψ,λ∨(Ia(vw′)). (5.28)

The right hand side is computed as follows: using Lemma 5.2 (1) and (5.25) we have

Ia(vw′) = Ia(v+1 ?Yw′) = Ia(v+1 )?Yw′ . (5.29)

Lemma 5.5 (2) then gives Ia(v+1 ) = q−1v+wa
+(−b(a∨)−(1−q−1))v+1 . Using (5.25) again and Lemma 5.2(2)

to compute v+wa
?Yw′ , we obtain

Ia(vw′) = vwaw′−b(a∨)vw′ = vw−b(a∨)vw′ (5.30)

and so

Avψ,λ∨(Ia(vw′)) = Avψ,λ∨(vwaw′)−b(a∨)Avψ,λ∨(vw′). (5.31)

Now we focus on the left hand side of (5.28). We begin by noting,

Claim. On the big cell, we have

Ia(Avψ,λ∨(vw′))(g) = Ia(Avgen
ψ,λ∨(vw′))(g) for g ∈ BU−. (5.32)

Proof of Claim. It suffices, in view of the left AOU and right (U−,ψ) invariance of both sides to verify the
statement for g = πµ∨ ,µ∨ ∈ Λ∨. To do so, we compute

Ia(Avψ,λ∨(vw′))(π
µ∨) =

∫
Ua

Avψ,λ∨(vw′)(wanaπ
µ∨)dua =

∫
Ua\{1}

Avψ,λ∨(vw′)(wanaπ
µ∨)dua (5.33)

since the set {1} ⊂Ua has measure 0. On the other hand, if na ∈Ua \{1} then wanaπµ∨ ∈ BU− and so, in
the last integral, we may replace the function being integrated to Avgen

ψ,λ∨(vw′). �

By definition, we may write

Avgen
ψ,λ∨(vw′) = ∑

ξ∨∈Λ∨
cξ∨(e

ξ∨1ψ) with cξ∨ = q〈ρ,ξ
∨〉Avgen

ψ,λ∨(vw′)(π
ξ∨). (5.34)

Using Lemma 5.5(3) , (5.24) and (5.32), for g in the big cell we have

Ia(Avψ,λ∨(vw′))(g) = Ia(Avgen
ψ,λ∨(vw′))(g) = c(a∨) ∑

ξ∨∈Λ∨
cξ∨ewaξ∨1ψ(g), (5.35)

and so using (5.18) and (5.20), we find Ψ(Ia(Avψ,λ∨(vw′))) = c(a∨)∑µ∨∈Λ∨ cwaµ∨eµ∨

Now, from Lemma 5.4 (and in the notation directly following it), (5.27) may be restated as

Ψ(Avψ,λ∨(vw)) = b(a∨)Ψ(Avψ,λ∨(vw′))+ c(a∨)Ψ(Avψ,λ∨(vw′))
wa , (5.36)
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which is the same as showing

Ψ(Avψ,λ∨(vwaw′)−b(a∨)Avψ,λ∨(vw′)) = c(a∨) ∑
µ∨∈Λ∨

Avψ,λ∨(vw′)(π
µ∨)ewaµ∨q〈ρ,µ

∨〉. (5.37)

By (5.31), the left hand side can be interpreted as Ψ(Avψ,λ∨(Ia(vw′))). As for the right hand side, it may be
written as

c(a∨) ∑
µ∨∈Λ∨

ewaµ∨q〈ρ,µ
∨〉

∑
ξ∨∈Λ∨

cξ∨(e
ξ∨1ψ)(π

µ∨) = c(a∨) ∑
µ∨∈Λ∨

ewaµ∨cµ∨ (5.38)

which, from the equation after (5.35) is equal to Ψ(Ia(Avψ,λ∨(vw′))). Our Proposition (i.e., (5.36)) now
follows from (5.28). �

6. ALGEBRAIC IDENTITIES

Hecke Algebras and some Demazure-Lusztig Operators.

6.1. Let v be a formal variable, and let us denote the ring of rational functions on the variables eλ∨ ,λ∨ ∈
Λ∨ with coefficients in C[v−1] by V := C[v−1](Λ∨). The following two special rational functions will be
important for us (they were already introduced earlier in (2.30) under the same name in the special case
v = q): for a ∈ R set,

c(a∨) :=
1− v−1e−a∨

1− ea∨ and b(a∨) :=
v−1−1
1− ea∨ . (6.1)

Let R[W ] be the group algebra of W over R, and for each a ∈Π consider the following element in R[W ]

Ta := c(a∨)[wa]+b(a∨)[1]. (6.2)

Proposition. The elements Ta verify the following two properties,

(1) T 2
a = (v−1−1)Ta + v−1 for each a ∈Π

(2) The expressions Ta verify the braid relations, and so we may write unambiguously

Tw := Tw1 · · ·Twr (6.3)

where w = w1 · · ·wr is any reduced decomposition of w.

Proof. The first part is a simple verification. One may verify the second part directly, or proceed as follows.
For each a ∈Π, define the rational expressions in V ′ = C[v,v−1](Λ∨)

c′(a∨) = 1−vea∨

1−ea∨ and b′(a∨) = v−1
1−ea∨ (6.4)

and the corresponding element in V ′[W ]

T ′a = c′(a∨)[wa]+b′(a∨)[1]. (6.5)

It is known that T ′a satisfy the braid relations (see [12]). On the other hand, one can show easily that as
elements of V ′[W ] we have for each a ∈Π

e−ρ T ′a eρ =−vTa. (6.6)

The braid relations for Ta follow from those of T ′a . �

Remarks.

(1) The algebra Hv generated by Ta subject to the above relations is just the Hecke algebra of W.
(2) For each w ∈W and λ∨ ∈ Λ∨ we have Tw(eλ∨) ∈ C[v][Λ∨] if we expand all the rational functions

involved in the expression Tw(eλ∨). This is known for the operators T ′w defined using (6.5) (see
[16, §4.3]) and the statement for Tw follows using the formula (6.6).
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The operator P .

6.2. We shall need the following completions (in the variables e−a∨ ,a∨ ∈ Q∨+) for the sequel

Qv := C[[v−1]][[Q∨−]] and Q f in
v := C[v−1][[Q∨−]] . (6.7)

The latter will sometimes be referred to as the set of v-finite elements in the former.
Denote by Qv[W ] the vector space consisting of elements

f =
n

∑
i=1

ci[σi], where ci ∈Qv,σi ∈W. (6.8)

Let g ∈ C[[v−1]](Q∨) be a rational function on Q∨ such that g and gσ for σ ∈W admit expansions in Qv.
Then we set

[σ ]g = gσ [σ ]. (6.9)

Warning: For a general g ∈Qv and σ ∈W it may not be the case that gσ ∈Qv (so Qv[W ] is not a twisted
group algebra).

We also need to consider certain infinite sums of elements from Qv[W ], and so we introduce the formal
dual Qv[W ]∨ as the set of all possibly formal infinite sums F = ∑w∈W fw[w] where fw ∈ Qv. One again
implements a multiplication rule as in (6.9). Similarly we may define Q f in

v [W ] and Q f in
v [W ]∨.

6.3. Each of the elements Ta, a ∈Π defined in (6.2) may be regarded as an element in Q f in
v [W ] by formally

expanding the rational functions c(a∨) and b(a∨) in negative powers of the coroots. Similarly, we may
regard Tw ∈Q f in

v [W ] by first using (6.2) and (6.11) to write Tw as an element in R[W ] and then expanding
the rational functions which appear in negative powers of the coroots.

We would like to explain precisely the meaning of the following formal sum

P := ∑
w∈W

Tw. (6.10)

On the one hand, it is easy to see that

Tw = ∑
u≤w

Cu(w)[u] ∈Q f in
v [W ] (6.11)

where u≤w denotes elements in W which are less than w in the Bruhat order. On the other hand, considering
the sum over all such Tw, it can certainly be the case that for any fixed u ∈W there are infinitely w ∈W such
that Cu(w) 6= 0. Let us formally collect coefficients and write

P = ∑
u∈W

( ∑
w∈W

Cu(w))[u], (6.12)

and then set

Cu := ∑
w∈W

Cu(w). (6.13)

Following [7, Lemma 2.19], one may show that Cu has a well-defined expansion, not just in Qv, but actually

Proposition. For each u ∈W we have Cu ∈Q f in
v . Hence the element P lies in Q f in

v [W ]∨.

Note that the proof in op. cit is written for the slightly different operator

T̃a = c̃(a∨)[wa]+ b̃(a∨)[1] (6.14)

where c̃(a∨) and b̃(a∨) are as in (6.4) with v replaced by v−1. However, the same argument as in loc. cit
holds for our operators Ta since it relies just on the expansion of b̃(a∨) = b(a∨).
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An "Operator" Casselman-Shalika Formula.

6.4. In analogy to the definition of D given in (3.12) we now define its v-deformation,

Dv := ∏
a∈R+

(1− v−1e−a∨)m(a∨) ∈Q f in
v (6.15)

where m(a∨) is the multiplicity of the root a∨.

Lemma. Let a ∈Π. Then we have the following equalities in Q f in
v [W ]∨

(i) TaP = v−1P
(ii) PTa = v−1P

(iii) waP = c(−a∨)P
(iv) The quantity 1

Dv
P is W-invariant.

Remark. Implicit in each of the above statements is that the quantities in the left hand side of (i), (ii), (iii)
are well-defined. We refer the reader to [3, §7.3.8] for more explanations on this point.

Proof. The proof of (i) and (ii) is similar to [16, 5.5.9] and so we suppress the details. As for (iii), recalling
that c(a∨)[wa]+b(a)[1] = Ta we may write formally [wa] = c(a∨)−1(Ta−b(a)) and so using part (i),

waP =
1

c(a∨)
(v−1P−b(a∨)P) =

v−1−b(a∨)
c(a∨)

P. (6.16)

We leave it to the reader to verify that v−1−b(a∨)
c(a∨) = c(−a∨). As for part (iv), it suffices to show

wa
1
Dv

P =
1
Dv

P for each a ∈Π. (6.17)

The left hand side of (6.17) is equal to

∏
b∈R+,b6=a

(1− v−1e−b∨)−m(b∨) 1
1− v−1ea∨ waP. (6.18)

The result follows from the part (iii). �

6.5. The following result should be compared to (2.34) from the finite-dimensional setting.

Proposition. There exists an element cv ∈ C[v−1][[e−c]] ⊂Qv such that we have the following equality of
elements in Q f in

v [W ]∨,

P = cvDv ∑
w∈W

[w]
1
D
. (6.19)

Proof. First note that from Proposition 6.3 and Lemma 6.4, there exists Γ ∈Q f in
v such that we may write

1
Dv

P = ∑
w∈W

[w]Γ. (6.20)

Now from Lemma 6.4 (ii), we have
1
Dv

PTa =
1
Dv

Pv−1 (6.21)

and so

∑
w∈W

[w]Γ(c(a∨)[wa]+b(a∨)[1]) = ∑
w∈W

[w]Γv−1. (6.22)

Hence,

∑
w∈W

[wwa]Γ
wac(−a∨)+ ∑

w∈W
[w]Γb(a∨) = ∑

w∈W
[w]Γv−1 (6.23)
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which is only the case if

Γ
wac(−a∨)+Γb(a∨) = Γv−1, (6.24)

or equivalently

Γ
wac(−a∨) = Γ(v−1−b(a∨)). (6.25)

Hence
Γwa

Γ
=

v−1−b(a∨)
c(−a∨)

=
1− e−a∨

1− ea∨ . (6.26)

On the other hand, we may verify that

D

Dwa
=

1− e−a∨

1− ea∨ (6.27)

as well. Thus we conclude that cv := Γ

D−1 ∈Q f in
v is W -invariant. Using an argument as in [15] we conclude

that cv ∈ C[v−1][[e−c]]. �

7. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM

7.1. Let mv be defined by the same formula as (1.2) but with all q’s replaced by a formal variable v. The
main result of this paper is then the following,

Theorem. Let λ∨ ∈ Λ∨+. Then we have

mv ∏
a∈R+

(1− v−1e−a∨)m(a∨)
χλ∨ ∈ C[v−1]≤[Λ

∨] (7.1)

and its value at v = q is equal to W (πλ∨), i.e.,

W (πλ∨) =m ∏
a∈R+

(1−q−1e−a∨)m(a∨)
χλ∨ (7.2)

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of this result.

7.2. We have already observed in (4.21) that W (πλ∨) = ∑w∈W Ww,λ∨ . Using Proposition 5.6, an argument
as in [3, Prop 7.3.3] shows that that

Ww,λ∨ = q−〈ρ,λ
∨〉Tw(eλ∨), (7.3)

where the right hand side is expanded in positive powers of the coroots and then evaluated at v = q. On the
the other hand, from remark (2) after Proposition 6.1, Tw(eλ∨) ∈ C[Λ∨] so regardless of whether we expand
the rational functions appearing in Tw(eλ∨) as positive or negative powers of the coroots, we obtain the same
quantity. To remain within the ring Q f in

v , we shall expand in negative powers of the coroots from now on.
Note that from (7.3), we may conclude that Ww,λ∨ ∈ C[Λ∨], i.e., it has finite support. Moreover, as in loc.
cit, we may argue that there exist polynomials ϒλ∨

w,µ∨(v
−1) ∈ C[v−1] so that

Ww,λ∨ = ∑
µ∨∈Λ∨

ϒ
λ∨

w,µ∨(q
−1)eµ∨ . (7.4)

Lemma. For µ∨ ∈ Λ∨, define ϒλ∨

µ∨(v
−1) := ∑w∈W ϒλ∨

w,µ∨(v
−1). Then we have v〈ρ,λ

∨〉ϒλ∨

µ∨(v
−1) ∈ C[v−1].

Proof. From Proposition 6.3 we know that P = ∑τ∈W Cτ [τ] with Cτ ∈ C[v−1][[Q∨−]]. Then

P(eλ∨) = ∑
τ∈W

Cτeτλ∨ . (7.5)

For a fixed µ∨ ∈ Λ∨, we may argue as in [3, §7.3.11] to conclude that there are only finitely many τ ∈W
such that

[eµ∨ ]Cτeτλ∨ 6= 0. (7.6)
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Since each Cτ ∈ C[v−1][[Q∨−]] we conclude that

[eµ∨ ]P(eλ∨) ∈ C[v−1]. (7.7)

Hence, by definition and (7.3), we conclude that [eµ∨ ]v〈ρ,λ
∨〉P(eλ∨)=ϒλ∨

µ∨(v
−1), and so the Lemma follows.

�

7.3. From Proposition 6.5 and the Weyl-Kac character formula (3.14) we know that

P(eλ∨) = cv Dv χλ∨ (7.8)

as expressions in C[v−1]≤[Λ
∨], where cv is some W -invariant factor. From the previous Lemma, we can

conclude that the evaluation of v〈ρ,λ
∨〉P(eλ∨) at v = q is equal to W (πλ∨). Hence, W (πλ∨) is also the

evaluation of the expression v〈ρ,λ
∨〉cv Dv χλ∨ at v = q. Let c be the evaluation of cv at v = q. Informally we

write the above conclusion as

q〈ρ,λ
∨〉c Dq χλ∨ = W (πλ∨). (7.9)

It remains to see that c=m, for which we pass to the Gindikin-Karpelevic limit as follows. From (3.14),
we may write (using that ∆ =Dq/D)

c Dq χλ∨ = c ∆ ∑
w∈W

(−1)`(w)ew(λ∨+ρ∨)−ρ∨ . (7.10)

For a fixed µ∨ ∈ Q∨−, we may choose λ∨ ∈ Λ∨ sufficiently dominant (and regular) so that for any w ∈W,
w 6= 1, we have w(λ∨+ρ∨)−ρ∨ = λ∨+ ξ∨, where ξ∨ is a large (relative to µ∨) negative sum of simple
coroots. Since we are expanding c ∆ in negative powers of the simple coroots, only the w = 1 term can
contribute in the following sum, i.e.

[eµ∨+λ∨ ]c ∆ ∑
w∈W

(−1)`(w)ew(λ∨+ρ∨)−ρ∨ = [eµ∨+λ∨ ]c ∆e(λ
∨+ρ∨)−ρ∨ = [eµ∨ ]c ∆. (7.11)

On the other hand we know that

[eµ∨+λ∨ ]c Dq χλ∨ = [eµ∨+λ∨ ]q−〈ρ,λ
∨〉W (πλ∨) = [eµ∨ ]m ∆, (7.12)

where for the first equality we use (7.9) and for the second we use Proposition 4.3 (to apply that result,
we may need to choose λ∨ even more dominant). As this holds for any µ∨ ∈ Q∨−, we may conclude by
comparing (7.11) and (7.12) that c ∆ =m ∆, and hence c=m.

APPENDIX A. ALTERNATE PROOF OF WHITTAKER RECURSION

The aim of this appendix is to sketch a proof of the recursion relation (2.10) in the finite-dimensional
case. We shall use an alternate integral presentation of the Iwahori-Whittaker function (see Proposition A.3).
The proof of the recursion using this formula is then carried out in §A.4- A.6, following the technique of
Macdonald [14, Chapter 4]. It would be interesting to see if Proposition A.3 can be generalized to the affine
setting; the techniques of §A.4-A.6 carry over to the affine (or really any Kac-Moody) setting.

An Integral Formula.

A.1. For w ∈ Wo we let Sw = {a ∈ Ro,+ | w−1a < 0}. This is a finite set with the following recursive
description: suppose that w = w′wa with `(w) = `(w′)+ 1 with a ∈ Πo. Setting γ = w′(a), we have Sw =
{γ}tSw′ . Let Uw be the product of the root groups Ua with a∈ Sw with coefficients in K : in fact, Uw admits
a direct product decomposition

Uw := ∏
a∈Sw

Ua. (A.1)
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We define Uw,O and Uw,π as the subgroups with coefficients (with respect to this direct product decompo-
sition) that lie in O or πO. The set Uw carries a natural Haar measure duw with respect to which Uw,O has
volume 1. In the case w = wa is a simple reflection, we shall write dua in place of duwa . Let

Ugen
w := {u ∈Uw | uw ∈U−o Bo}, (A.2)

where by abuse of notation we write w to represent a lift of an element of W to G. It is a subset of Uw whose
complement has measure 0.

A.2. For x∈U−o Bo, we may write (uniquely) x= n−πµ∨hOn where n∈Uo,n− ∈U−o ,hO ∈Ao,O and µ∨ ∈Λ∨.
Using this decomposition, we may define n− : U−o Bo→U−o and a : U−o Bo→ A′ via the formulas,

n−(x) = n− and a(x) = πµ∨ . (A.3)

Thus we also obtain maps n− : Ugen
w w→U−o and a : Ugen

w w→ A′.
Let w ∈W and recall that U−,wo was defined in (2.7) as the set of elements in U−o whose Iwasawa

Ko-component lies in I−o wIo. For any ξ∨ ∈ Λ∨o let us set

U−,wo (ξ∨) := {n− ∈U−,wo | n− ∈ I−o wIoπ
ξ∨Uo}. (A.4)

This set is invariant under left multiplication by U−o,O , and we set

Mo(ξ
∨) :=U−o,O \U−,wo (ξ∨). (A.5)

For w ∈Wo and µ∨ ∈ Λ∨o we may also define

Uw,π(µ
∨) := {uw ∈Uw,π | uww ∈U−o π

µ∨AOUo}. (A.6)

Note that Uw,π(µ
∨)⊂Ugen

w .

Lemma. Let w ∈W and µ∨ ∈ Λ∨. Then the map n− induces an injection n− : Uw,π(µ
∨)w ↪→U−,wo (−µ∨),

and the composition

Uw,π(µ
∨)w→U−,wo (−µ

∨)→Mo(−µ
∨) (A.7)

is surjective.

Remark. We denote the composition again as n− : Uw,π(µ
∨)w→Mo(−µ∨).

We suppress the proof of this Lemma, and only note here that it follows from certain Iwahori-Matsumoto
type decompositions: first, we have

Io = Uo,OU−o,πAo,O =U−o,πUo,OAo,O (A.8)

I−o = U−o,OUo,πAo,O =Uo,πU−o,OAo,O (A.9)

(and note that Ao,O normalizes each of the other groups appearing in these decompositions); and second, the
(opposite) Bruhat decomposition of G(κ) may be lifted to yield the decomposition as in (??)

Ko = tw∈WoI−o wIo (A.10)

where again by abuse of notation w ∈ Ko denotes some chosen lift of the corresponding element in the Weyl
group Wo.

A.3. The following integral formula will be used to prove the recursion result for Wo,w(π
λ∨).

Proposition. There exists a constant C =C(Go,κ) depending only on Go and the residue field κ such that
for every w ∈Wo and λ∨ ∈ Λ∨o,+, the Iwahori-Whittaker function Wo,w(π

λ∨) introduced in (2.27) is equal to
the constant C times the following integral expression,

Jw(π
λ∨) = Φ−ρo(e

λ∨)
∫

Ugen
w,π

Φ
−
ρo
(a(uww))ψ(π−λ∨n−(uww)πλ∨)duw, (A.11)
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where Ugen
w,π =Uw,π ∩Ugen

w , duw is the Haar measures as in §A.2, and for any ν ∈ Λ∨o we define

Φ
−
ν : A′→ C[Λ∨o ], π

λ∨ 7→ e−λ∨q〈ν ,λ
∨〉, λ

∨ ∈ Λ
∨. (A.12)

Remark. Note that since Ugen
w,π ⊂Uw,π is dense. Hence if we extend the integrand in (A.11) to a function on

Uw,π which is equal to zero for all Uw,π \Ugen
w,π , then we may write

Jw(π
λ∨) = Φ−ρo(e

λ∨)
∫

Uw,π

Φ
−
ρo
(a(uww))ψ(π−λ∨n−(uww)πλ∨)duw. (A.13)

We shall keep this convention throughout the next proof– i.e., our notation will not distinguish between Uw
and Ugen

w , with the understanding that all quantities which are not defined on Ugen
w are assumed to be equal

to 0.

Proof. For λ∨ ∈ Λ∨o,+, let us write ψλ∨(x) := ψ(π−λ∨xπλ∨) for x ∈U−. By definition,

Wo,w(π
λ∨) = Φ−ρo(e

λ∨) ∑
ξ∨∈Λ∨

eξ∨q〈ρo,ξ
∨〉

∑
x∈Mo(ξ∨)

ψλ∨(x). (A.14)

By the way we have defined the measure on U−o the right hand side of the above may be rewritten as

Φ−ρo(e
λ∨) ∑

ξ∨∈Λ∨
eξ∨q〈ρo,ξ

∨〉
∫

U−,wo (ξ∨)
ψλ∨(n

−)dn−. (A.15)

Therefore, by comparing coefficients, it suffices to show that for some constant as in the statement,∫
U−,wo (−ξ∨)

ψλ∨(n
−)dn− =C q〈2ρo,ξ

∨〉
∫

Uw,π (ξ∨)
ψλ∨(n−(uww))duw. (A.16)

This may be deduced from a formula of Harish-Chandra which asserts the following: let f : Ko/Ko∩Bo→C
be some function, then up to some constant C′ =C′(Go,κ) ∈ C we have (see (2.3) for the notation)

C′
∫

U−o
f (IwKo(n

−)) IwAo(n
−)2ρdn− =

∫
Ko/Ko∩Bo

f (k)dk (A.17)

where dn− is the Haar measure on U−o (we need not specify the normalization since we can absorb it
into the constant C′), dk is a quotient of the Haar measure on Ko assigning total volume 1 to Ko and if
IwAo(n

−) = eµ∨ ,µ∨ ∈ Λ∨o then IwAo(n
−)2ρ := q〈2ρ,µ∨〉.

Restricting the integral on the left hand side of (A.17) to the subset U−,wo (−ξ∨), the integral on the
right must be considered over the image of U−,wo (−ξ∨) under the map IwKo . From Lemma A.2, this image
(modulo Ko∩Bo) is equal to U−o,OUw,π(ξ

∨)w. Assume further that f is invariant under U−o,O on the left, we
have ∫

U−o,OUw,π (ξ∨)w
f (k)dk =C′′

∫
Uw,π (ξ∨)

f (uww)duw, (A.18)

for some C′′ = C′′(Go,κ) with duw defined as above. Hence, for f ∈ U−o,O \Ko/Ko ∩ Bo, there exists a
constant C′′′ =C′′′(Go,κ) as above so that

C′′′
∫

U−,wo (−ξ∨)
f (IwKo(n

−)) IwAo(n
−)2ρdn− =

∫
Uw,π (ξ∨)

f (uww)duw, (A.19)

and hence ∫
Uw,π (ξ∨)

f (uww)duw = C′′′q−〈2ρ,ξ∨〉
∫

U−,wo (−ξ∨)
f (IwKo(n

−))dn−. (A.20)

The proposition follows from this by choosing f appropriately.
�
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Proof of Recursion. We now sketch the proof of Proposition 2.10. In fact we need only verify that Jw(π
λ∨)

(and more precisely, its variant (A.13)) verifies the same recursion in light of Proposition A.3.

A.4. Step 1: Preliminary Reductions. Since we have a reduced decomposition w = w′wa (from now on, we
abuse notation and use the same symbol to refer to elements of the Weyl group and their lifts to Ko) we have
an equality of sets

Uw,πw =Uw′,πw′Ua,πwa. (A.21)

Keeping the notation introduced above that ψλ∨(x) := ψ(π−λ∨xπλ∨) for x ∈U−,λ∨ ∈ Λ∨o,+, we may write

Jw(π
λ∨) = Φ−ρo(e

λ∨)
∫

Ua,π

∫
Uw′,π

Φ
−
ρo
(a(uw′w′uawa))ψλ∨(n−(uw′w′uawa))duw′dua, (A.22)

where duw′ and dua are the Haar measures on Uw′ and Ua normalized as in §A.2. Let us now introduce the
non-compact set (see (3.20) for notation),

Ua(≤ 0) = tk≤0Ua[k]. (A.23)

Since we have a decomposition of sets

Ua,π =Ua \Ua(≤ 0) (A.24)

we have that

Jw(π
λ∨) = J1

w(π
λ∨)− J2

w(π
λ∨) (A.25)

where

J1
w(π

λ∨) = Φ−ρo(e
λ∨)

∫
Ua

∫
Uw′,π

Φ
−
ρo
(a(uw′w′uawa)ψλ∨(n−(uw′w′uawa))duw′dua (A.26)

J2
w(π

λ∨) = Φ−ρo(e
λ∨)

∫
Ua(≤0)

∫
Uw′,π

Φ
−
ρo
(a(uw′w′uawa)ψλ∨(n−(uw′w′uawa))duw′dua (A.27)

It suffices to show the following two statements,

J1
w(π

λ∨) =
1−q−1e−a∨

1− ea∨ (Jw′(π
λ∨))wa (A.28)

J2
w(π

λ∨) =
1−q−1

1− ea∨ Jw′(π
λ∨). (A.29)

A.5. Step 2: Computing J1
w . We may decompose Uo =UaUa

o where

Ua
o = {u ∈Uo | wauw−1

a ∈Uo}. (A.30)

Moreover, Ua normalizes Ua
o as does the root group U−a. Now, let uw′ ∈ Uw′,π , and write if possible

(uniquely)

uw′w′ = n−hn, where n− ∈Uo,h ∈ Ao, and n ∈Uo. (A.31)

Let ua ∈Ua and consider the expression

uw′w′uawa = n−hnuawa = n−hnanauawa (A.32)

where n = nana with na ∈Ua
o and na ∈Ua. We leave it as an exercise to verify the following

Claim. Let ña := hn′ah−1 with n′a := naua. Then we have

a(uw′w′uawa) = a(uw′w′)waa(ñawa) (A.33)
n−(uw′w′uawa) = n−(uw′w′)n−(ñawa). (A.34)
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We may thus write J1
w (defined in A.26) as

Φ−ρo(e
λ∨)

∫
Uw′,π

∫
Ua

Φ
−
ρo
(a(uw′w′)waa(ñawa))ψλ∨(n−(uw′w′)n−(ñawa))duw′dña (A.35)

where dña is related to dua through a conjugation by a(uw′w′). Hence,

dña = j(uw′w′)dua (A.36)

where the Jacobian factor j(uw′w′) is equal to q〈a,µ
∨〉 if a(uw′w′) = eµ∨ . Thus (A.35) may be factored as

(I)︷ ︸︸ ︷
Φ−ρo(e

λ∨)
∫

Uw′,π

Φ
−
ρo
(a(uw′w′)wa)ψλ∨(n−(uw′w′))j(uw′w′)duw′ × (A.37)∫

Ua

Φ
−
ρo
(a(uawa))ψλ∨(n−(uawa))dua.︸ ︷︷ ︸

(II)

(A.38)

For any a ∈Π and µ∨ ∈ Λ∨o , we have

Φ
−
ρo
(eµ∨)wa = Φ

−
ρo
(ewaµ∨)q〈a,µ

∨〉. (A.39)

Thus we find that for the first term of (A.37),

(I) = Φ−ρo(e
λ∨)

∫
Uw′,π

Φ
−
ρo
(a(uw′w′))waψλ∨(n−(uw′w′))duw′ (A.40)

= e〈a,λ
∨〉a∨Jw′(π

λ∨)wa (A.41)

A rank one computation shows that∫
Ua

Φ
−
ρo
(a(uawa))ψλ∨(n−(uawa))dua = e−〈λ

∨,a〉a∨ 1−q−1e−a∨

1− ea∨ . (A.42)

The statement (A.28) now follows.

A.6. Step 3: Computing J2
w . Now we turn to J2

w(π
λ∨), and use the decomposition Ua(≤ 0) = t`≥0Ua[−`]

to write J2
w(π

λ∨) (defined in A.27) as

∑
`≥0

∫
Ua[−`]

∫
Uw′,π

Φ
−
ρo
(a(uw′w′uawa)ψλ∨(n−(uw′w′uawa))duw′dua. (A.43)

If ua ∈Ua[−`] with `≥ 0 then we may write

uawa = u−a(`)h(`)ua(`) where u−a(`) ∈Ua[`], h(`) ∈ π
−`a∨Ao,O , and ua(`) ∈Ua[`]. (A.44)

Thus, (A.43) equals Φ−ρo(e
λ∨) times the inetgral

∑
`≥0

∫
Ua[−`]

∫
Uw′,π

Φ
−
ρo
(a(uw′w′u−a(`)h(`)ua(`))ψλ∨(n−(uw′w′u−a(`)h(`)ua(`)))duw′dua. (A.45)

For u−a(`) as above, let γ = w′(a) and set u−γ(`) := w′u−a(`)w′−1. For uw′ ∈Uw′,π we may now consider
the conjugate, x := u−γ(`)

−1uw′,πu−γ(`). It is easy to verify that x ∈ w′U−o w′−1∩Ko. For any x ∈ w′U−o w′−1,
we may write

x = x−x+ (A.46)

where x− ∈ w′U−o w′−1∩U−o and x+ ∈ w′U−o w′−1∩Uo. Now, consider the map

ηua(`) : Uw′,π →Uw′,π , uw′ 7→ (u−γ(`)
−1uw′u−γ(`))+. (A.47)

We may write (A.45) as

∑
`≥0

∫
Ua[−`]

∫
Uw′,π

Φ
−
ρo
(a(ηua(`)(uw′)w′h(`))ψλ∨(n−(ηua(`)(uw′)w′))duw′dua, (A.48)
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where we have used the fact that

u−γ(`)
−1uw′,πu−γ(`) ∈U−o (O)ηua(`)(uw′) (A.49)

and that, since λ∨ ∈ Λ∨o,+, ψλ∨ is trival on U−o,O . Moreover, since the map ηua(`) is bijective and measure
preserving we see that (A.48) factors as∫

Uw′,π

Φ
−
ρo
(a(uw′w′)ψλ∨(n−(uw′w′))duw′ ×

∫
Ua(≤0)

Φ
−
ρo
(a(waua))dua. (A.50)

The proof of (A.29) is concluded from the rank 1-computation,∫
Ua(≤0)

Φ
−
ρo
(a(waua))dua =

1−q−1

1− ea∨ (A.51)

where the right hand side is expanded as a rational function in positive powers of ea∨ .
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